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Tier / 
Group 

Randomly 
Selected K/A Reason for Rejection 

2/1 005 G 2.04.39 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
system. Randomly and systematically selected another generic K/A that fit 
the topic. Changed from 2.4.39 to 2.1.7 

2/1 006 A2.01 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
system. Randomly and systematically selected another K/A that tested on 
the same problem tied to a more suitable system but maintained outline 
balance. Changed from 006A201 to 003A203 

   2/1 026 G 2.02.35 Could not come up with a discriminating question on KA 026 2.2.35. 
Randomly and systematically selected another K/A that tested on the 
same topic tied to a same system to maintain outline balance. Changed 
from 026 2.2.35  to 026 2.2.22   

2/1 039K5.05 Original KA 039K5.05 placed examinee in double jeopardy with Question 
29. Randomly and systematically selected another KA from 039K5 group 
to maintain outline balance. Selected 039K5.08 

2/1 076 G 2.01.41 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
system. Randomly and systematically selected another generic K/A that fit 
the topic Changed from 2.1.41 to 2.2.15 

1/2 APE005 G 
2.1.13 

Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
malfunction. Randomly and systematically selected another Generic K/A 
that tested on the same problem to maintain outline balance. Changed 
from APE005G2.1.13  to APE005G2.1.37 

1/2 W/E01 A2.01 Could not develop an RO question in this topic under an A2 category KA. 
Randomly and systematically selected another System but with an A2 
criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from W/E01 A2.01 to 
028AA2.03 

1/2 W/E09 G 
2.04.32 

Could not write a discriminating question on this topic with any significance 
to Natural Circ. Randomly and systematically selected another “E” event 
and generic KA criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from  W/E09 
G 2.04.32 to W/E02G 2.04.46 

2/2 029A4.01 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
subject. Randomly and systematically selected another System but with an 
A4 criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from 029A4.01  to 
014A4.04 

2/2 071 G 2.4.08 Only had 2 A3’s in tier total for plant systems. Changed 071G2.4.08 to 
071A3.03 to rebalance the outline. Remained in same system. 

2/2  072 A2.02 Rejected this KA due to 5 questions on the RO portion of the exam 
currently are questions concerning AR/PR. Randomly and systematically 
selected a new system but will maintain the A2 category for outline 
balance. New KA is 056A2.04 

3 2.3.15 Rejected KA  for same reason as above, kept 2.3 generic category but 
randomly and systematically selected generic KA 2.3.14 

1/1 038 G 2.4.32 Rejected KA as this is the 3rd time sampled. Randomly and systematically 
selected a new generic KA to maintain outline balance while staying with 
the same E/APE. Selected 038 G 2.2.22 

1/2 024 AA2.02 Rejected KA because valve referenced in KA is not referenced in Byron 
BOA procedure. Randomly and systematically selected a new system with 
an A2 category KA to maintain outline balance. 024AA2.02 to 037AA2.10 

2/1 073 G 2.4.09 Rejected KA because could not write a discriminating question on this 
topic. Randomly and systematically selected a new system with a new 



generic KA to maintain outline balance. 073 G 2.4.09 to 062 G 2.2.42 
2/2 079A201 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 

subject. Randomly and systematically selected another System but with an 
A2 criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from 079A2.01  to 
035A2.06 

3 2.4.21 KA has previously been sampled. Randomly and systematically selected 
another Generic Emergency procedure/plan KA that had not been 
previously been sampled  to maintain outline balance. Changed from 
2.4.21  to 2.4.11 

1/1 APE 
015/17K2.08 

Question placed examinee in double jeopardy with Q 5 of exam. Selected 
new KA from same system and category, wrote new question. APE 
015/17K2.08 to APE 015/17K2.10  

1/1 E/APE055A2.01 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
subject. Randomly and systematically selected another System but with an 
A2 criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from 055A2.01  to 
009A2.15 

2/1 007A204 Could not come up with a discriminating question on this K/A tied to the 
subject at the appropriate level. Randomly and systematically selected 
another System but with an A2 criteria to maintain outline balance which 
had not been sampled twice on the RO outline. Changed from 007A204  to 
006A2.11 

      CHANGES AFTER 75 DAY SUBMITTAL 
1/2 068 G 2.4.49 Could not write a plausible question on this topic. Randomly and 

systematically selected another System that had not previously been 
selected but with an G criteria to maintain outline balance. Changed from 
0682.4.49 to 0242.4.8 

1/1 APE058 G 
2.4.32 

Could not write an SRO level question that did not overlap with the RO 
question on the same topic (Q75). Randomly and systematically selected 
a new generic KA to maintain outline balance but a different APE. 
Selected APE 056 G 2.4.30 

                  
                  
                  
                  
                  

   
                  

 
 


